Final rehearsal held for Apollo launch

CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) - Apollo 9's towering rocket was fueled yesterday, a countdown was designed to clear the way for a Feb. 28 launch.

The almost 300-ton tower, moving nearly six hours behind schedule, was aiming toward a make believe launch in late afternoon.

It was the final major test in a long series of preparations for the launch of astronaut's Apollo 9. McDonnell, Dart R. Scott and Rumes L. Schwieckt on the last earth orbital test flight planned in the Apollo program.

The goal of the 10-day mission is to test the four-legged lunar module moon landing craft with men at the controls for the first time. The crew will fly beyond the command ship and then fly off on its own in the relative safety of an earth orbit.

South Vietns call for goodwill gesture

PARIS (UPI) - The chief South Vietnamese negotiator called on the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong delegations yesterday to make a goodwill gesture that would allow the Paris peace talks on Vietnam to move out of their deadlock.

Ambassador Pham Dang Lam said after confering with American delegation chief Henry Cabot Lodge and his assistants that it was up to the Communist side to make concessions.

Lam's statement was taken by observers as indicating the allies had no intention of bowing to Hanoi and Saigon.

Speaking to newsmen, Lam said he had no indication whether Gen. Nicola Picaub, the French president's envoy, and Viet Cong de negations for the month-old Paris talks must pick up at their first negotiating item the Communist call for an "unconditional end of the American aggression."

The brief announcement followed US government warnings of possible Egyptian attacks across the Suez Canal region because of mounting pressures on President Gamal Abdel Nasser over the strained Sino-Soviet relations.

Radio said Al Aslihah guerrilla forces shelled the settlement in Israel near the border with Jordan. The Arab guerrillas escaped unscathed, it said. There was no confirmation of the attack from the Israelis.

Hayden found guilty of obstruction

CHICAGO (UPI) - Tom Hayden, 28, a founder of Students for a Democratic Society and a leader of antiwar protests during the their participation in that The statement, signed by 33 delegates chief Henry Cabot Lodge and his assistants that The statement, signed by 33 delegates

Student Body President J. Richard Roskie

The SLC before you wrote it, I feel the SLC has been ignored and has allowed itself to be by-passed in this decision. You have made a decision affecting the lives of students without their participation in that decision. Regarding the implication in the Hayden letter that the Administration itself would call in police to remove and to arrest demonstrators believed to be trespassers, Roskie pointed out that there were no firm plans yet for such a conference.

Arab rocket barrage hits settlement

MIDEAST (UPI) - Cairo radio said an Arab guerrilla rocket barrage destroyed several buildings and ignited a gas plant in a Syrian settlement in the Golan Desert yesterday.

The brief announcement followed Israeli government warnings of possible Egyptian attacks across the Suez Canal region because of mounting pressures on President Gamal Abdel Nasser over the strained Sino-Soviet relations.

Radio said Al Aslihah guerrilla forces shelled the settlement in Israel near the border with Jordan. The Arab guerrillas escaped unscathed, it said. There was no confirmation of the attack from the Israelis.
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Saint Mary's students last night were still awaiting the decision of the Ranken Commission on a reconsideration of the year. President, Vice-President and Academic Committee general pointed out that "In the domain of the classroom, the students are most capable of judging the teaching abilities and methods of a faculty member. This is the one area in which a teacher must place his debts on other debts. Only those who have been carefully and hopefully to the decision as to a teacher's standing in the college."

The statement, signed by 33 students including the Student Body President, Vice-President and Academic Committee general pointed out that "In the domain of the classroom, the students are most capable of judging the teaching abilities and methods of a faculty member. This is the one area in which a teacher must place his debts on other debts. Only those who have been carefully and hopefully to the decision as to a teacher's standing in the college."
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ND Sports: Why rising costs?

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Columbia Broadcasting System said yesterday it had balanced the showing of a marijuana party on its wholly owned Chicago television station by presenting medical and law enforcement views on marijuana.

CBS filed a 110 page, two part brief with the Federal Communications Commission in reply to the findings of chief hearing examiner James D. Cunningham last Jan. 6. He said the marijuana party was prarranged for the benefit of CBS.

The so called "pot party" was carried Nov. 12, 1967 on news programs of Chicago television station WBBM. It allegedly involved Northwestern University students.

SMB concerned about SLC function

Roskie answers Hershburg
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Roskie answers Hershburg

Roskie Richard Roskie issued a reply yesterday to University President Hershburg's letter concerning disruptive demonstrations and students involved in them. Roskie's letter was primarily concerned with Father Hershburg's apparent disregard for the function of the SLC, a body which "...is established to facilitate a free discussion among students in this University concerning the problems of the day." Hershburg had said he was unable to stop the students because there was no other channel. Roskie pointed out that there were no firm plans yet for such a conference.
No end in sight for price escalation

continued from page 1

"One thing is certain," Wilson said, "we could never use academic dollars to support the football program. We've never lost on athletics, because we've always had great things going for us. People in many places turn out just to see us lose. But the wilson concluded.

The amount of income generated by football varies from year to year according to the number of television appearances and whether teams with large stadiums such as Southern California appear on the schedule. According to NCAA rules a school may appear in a nationally televised game once each season and a supplementary regional game every other year. Wilson said that national telecasts are worth about $150,000 while regional games bring in $75,000 - $80,000.

But, said Joyce, CSC, executive vice president and chairman of the Faculty Board on Athletics for 17 years, said the university made next to nothing on Sunday morning national replays with Lindsey Nelson. Joyce said the show was primarily for alumni and fans across the nation and that the promoter was "lifting a lot of money." Notre Dame charges no rights fee from the promoter. The NCAA countered the Notre Dame playback with a show of college highlights of its own in the same slot that past year.

The University receives no recompense for Ara Parseghian's Ford commercials, Joyce said. "A mistake many people make," Joyce said, "is that the Convocation Center was financed by the University. We had to raise that money separately and a good hunk of it came out of the athletic funds, part from the South Bend community and part of other interested individuals." Usually a contribution cannot be made specifically to the athletic department or the football team or whatever, but rather to the University to do with as it pleases.

Joyce said further, "There is a big fallacy here, usually made by academicians, who think we are taking academic scholarship money for athletic grant-in-aids. We are not utilizing University resources for the grants, they come from the athletic budget. If no one came to the games then we would have to cut back on the grant-in-aids because we simply wouldn't be making the money to cover them.

Jones summed up the entire situation. "If we didn't have some athletic income how could we pay for our football, wrestling, swimming, golf, tennis and the rest?"

While other schools, particularly state institutions, have incorporated athletic associations to finance the athletic programs, Notre Dame is under control by the University itself. As Sports Information Director Roger Valdiserri said, "The only way to a sane and sensible athletic program in a private school is through administrative control."

(Tomorrow: How does an academic institution justify an athletic grant-in-aid? What relation does big time collegiate football have to the individual student?)

He concurs with letter
Riehle reveals his role

Father James Riehle, C.S.C., Dean of Students, revealed yesterday afternoon what he feels to be his role in the new policy of the University concerning student disorders.

Fr. Riehle said it is his responsibility "to warn persons...

Time is Running Out...

Each minute you spend in indecision is a minute wasted... a minute that adds up to an hour or a day that has vanished forever.

That minute may have been spent as Paulist do, counseling a questioning youth at a secular university, working in ghettos, saving a potential "dropout" or promoting better understanding of the Church and all religious to the people who have to support the University and maintain it as an institution.
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In his letter, Fr. Walsh made three recommendations to the faculty.

His first point read, "Each faculty member is to maintain the highest standard of academic honesty in his courses by such appropriate means as he may select, and should announce his general procedures to his students in advance."

The second recommendation regards the procedure a faculty member should follow when he suspects a student of cheating. The letter states that the faculty member should give the suspected student "a reasonable opportunity to explain the circumstances." If the faculty member then decides against the student, the teacher may "assess a penalty affecting the grade or credit or both," and may recommend to the University "suspending a student, or a penalty, or a combination."

The final point reads, "Each department should establish a committee of faculty members to serve as a Board of Appeals concerning both guilt and penalties, should a student choose to appeal from the decision of the faculty member."

Commenting on the letter, Tom Vos, Chairman of the Hon· oree Council said, "This is the only reasonable thing the adminis· tration could do. Someone has to insure academic honesty in the classroom during the interim period and ultimately it is the faculty's responsibility to do so."
Arnie's future

NEW YORK (UPI) - Yup, Arnold Palmer has an idea of quitting.

"I'd like to keep playing at least ten more years," he says. "But I'd like to quit if I can think of a good idea about quitting.

Now, the idea, particularly the older and bolder ones, keep asking the moneyed, 39-year-old Palmer if he intends storing his golf clubs in the closet soon, as far as making a living with them is concerned anyway, and he never flinches. The reason they keep asking is, of course, the financial details of a deal which with the Boston Red Sox, is expected to sign a contract calling for seasons and were last in 1968.

Anyway, Palmer got in his Lear Jet with his wife Winnie, his administrative assistant Doc Giffin and his pilot Darrell Brown at 8:15 a.m. Monday.

Senators, Ted close

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The official unveiling of Hall of Fame Ted Williams as the Washington Senators' new manager is expected to take place Wednesday or Thursday after the completion of the Senators' financial details of a deal which with the Boston Red Sox, is expected to sign a contract calling for seasons and were last in 1968.

Anyway, Palmer got in his Lear Jet with his wife Winnie, his administrative assistant Doc Giffin and his pilot Darrell Brown at 8:15 a.m. Monday.

Swimmers lose third straight

After a five-game, 9:30 am local time, I believe they will award at-large berths to these teams: EAST—Duquesne, St. John's, Villanova; MID-DEAST—Notre Dame, Marquette; MIDWEST: Dayton, Lamar, Tech, one second-place team in the Central Missouri, University of Colorado.

Anyway, Palmer got in his Lear Jet with his wife Winnie, his administrative assistant Doc Giffin and his pilot Darrell Brown at 8:15 a.m. Monday.